
Five coworkers are at the of�ce drinking some beverages in their colorful mugs. Which mug does Gabriel have?

Mug: black, blue, green, red, white

Name: Brett, Curtis, Gabriel, Mitchell, Trevor

Beverage: coffee, energy drink, juice, tea, water

Item: brass letter, jar, lamp, sculpture, world globe

Joined: 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018

Age: 30 years, 35 years, 40 years, 45 years, 50 years

The employee at the third position has a Word globe as

a decorative desk item.

Mitchell is somewhere between the youngest employee

and Gabriel, in that order.

At one of the ends is the Jar's owner.

Trevor is somewhere to the right of the man who has

the White mug.

The employee drinking Coffee is next to the employee

drinking Tea.

Brett was the �rst of them to join the company.

The 45-year-old employee is somewhere to the right of

the employee that has the Blue mug.

The Lamp's owner is exactly to the left of the Red mug's

owner.

The man drinking Tea is in the middle.

The employee drinking Juice is next to the employee

who has the Red mug.

At the second position is the 40-year-old employee.

Curtis is drinking his beverage in the Black mug.

The Blue mug's owner is somewhere to the left of the

employee who joined the company in 2016.

The man who has the World globe is immediately

before the man who has the Brass letter as a decorative

desk item.

At the fourth position is the employee drinking Water.

Brett is exactly to the right of the 35-year-old employee.

The oldest employee is next to the employee who uses a

Jar to decorate his desk.

The man that has the White mug is somewhere to the

left of the man who joined the company earlier than the

others.

The last employee to join the company is somewhere

between Curtis and the employee who joined the

company in 2015, in that order.
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Five coworkers are at the of�ce drinking some beverages in their colorful mugs. Which mug does Gabriel have?

Mug: black, blue, green, red, white

Name: Brett, Curtis, Gabriel, Mitchell, Trevor

Beverage: coffee, energy drink, juice, tea, water

Item: brass letter, jar, lamp, sculpture, world globe

Joined: 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018

Age: 30 years, 35 years, 40 years, 45 years, 50 years

The employee at the third position has a Word globe as

a decorative desk item.

Mitchell is somewhere between the youngest employee

and Gabriel, in that order.

At one of the ends is the Jar's owner.

Trevor is somewhere to the right of the man who has

the White mug.

The employee drinking Coffee is next to the employee

drinking Tea.

Brett was the �rst of them to join the company.

The 45-year-old employee is somewhere to the right of

the employee that has the Blue mug.

The Lamp's owner is exactly to the left of the Red mug's

owner.

The man drinking Tea is in the middle.

The employee drinking Juice is next to the employee

who has the Red mug.

At the second position is the 40-year-old employee.

Curtis is drinking his beverage in the Black mug.

The Blue mug's owner is somewhere to the left of the

employee who joined the company in 2016.

The man who has the World globe is immediately

before the man who has the Brass letter as a decorative

desk item.

At the fourth position is the employee drinking Water.

Brett is exactly to the right of the 35-year-old employee.

The oldest employee is next to the employee who uses a

Jar to decorate his desk.

The man that has the White mug is somewhere to the

left of the man who joined the company earlier than the

others.

The last employee to join the company is somewhere

between Curtis and the employee who joined the

company in 2015, in that order.
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Employee #1 Employee #2 Employee #3 Employee #4 Employee #5

Mug black ��d whi�� bl�� gr��n

Name Curtis Mitc���� Gabr��l B���� T��vor

Beverage juice co���� ��a wa��r e��rgy drink

Item lamp sc��ptu�� wo��d globe brass ��t��r jar

Joined 2017 2018 2015 2014 2016

Age 30 years 40 years 35 years 50 years 45 years
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